ART
w
by Katharine Kuh

ΓΙΤΗ the coming of fall, Americans
will have the opportunity to see the
works of several artists whose
names, though familiar abroad, are scarcely household
words in the United States. As the art public grows larger
and increasingly perceptive, its needs are changing: exhibi
tions based only on popular appeal are giving way to those
concerned with the widening of horizons. Here are a few
cases in point.
First, Pierre Alechinsky, at the Museum of Art, Carnegie
Institute, Pittsburgh. This fifty-year-old Belgian expression
ist, who is better known in Europe than in America (he has
lived in Paris since 1951), combines stabbing brushstrokes
with Bosch-like images seemingly excavated from night
mares. Compositionally, his paintings defy orthodox rules;
they are often compartmentalized into separate sections, each
surging with life yet not easily related to its neighbors. One's
eye starts, stops, then races along, propelled by a certain
ambiguous excitement. From beginning to end, Alechinsky
seems driven by restless emotions, which he communicates
with extraordinary immediacy.
The show inaugurates a new era at Carnegie Institute,
where from 1896 to 1970 the Pittsburgh International fea
tured group surveys representing, usually by single works,
thousands of contemporary artists from all parts of the
world. Every American dealer, collector, curator, and critic
interested in what was then current found a trip to Pitts
burgh obligatory. I remember with some nostalgia those
many previews when the press, from almost every state and
even from foreign countries, gathered to test what was new,
to gossip, criticize, admire, predict, and, above all, to com
plain. As a rule the show was vast and far from painless,
what with the multitude of artists represented, the miles of
galleries, and the plethora of prizes awarded—the last in
variably a cause for dissent.
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Alfred Jensen's "The Sum of the Earthly
Number^'—
"To be given a definitive show at the Sao Paulo Biennial.'
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Now all is changed; the risks are gone. If the adventure
of unscrambling hundreds of paintings and sculptures by
hundreds of different men and women—some famous, some
total newcomers—is an event of the past, the present format
at least provides an opportunity to study a serious artist in
depth. This experience differs not appreciably from other
one-person exhibitions, except for the $50,000 Andrew W.
Mellon Prize that accompanies the new Pittsburgh Inter
national Series. The largest prize ever given to a painter or
sculptor, it will be presented to Alechinsky this fall "in
recognition of excellence."
The present policy is to provide "long-deserved recogni
tion to outstanding artists here and abroad who may not
have been appropriately honored by a major show in this
country." Given these conditions, I fear for the American
contingent. With our museums competing to provide retro
spective exhibitions for younger and younger artists (some
of them barely forty), where indeed will we find those "out
standing" personalities not already "honored"?
If I were to choose one such candidate, it would be Alfred
lensen, who happily, if belatedly, is about to be given a
definitive show as one of two American representatives at
the XIV International Sao Paulo Biennial (the other artist
will be, more predictably, Robert Irwin). That Jensen, a
pioneer in color analysis, should be honored in a LatinAmerican country is appropriate, for though he has long
been a permanent resident of the United States, he was born
in Guatemala 73 years ago of Danish and Polish parents.
Throughout his life he has been attracted to the Indian cul
tures of Middle and South America, notably to that of the
Maya. Again, like Alechinsky, he is better known in the art
capitals of Europe than in the cities of this country. Why
recognition has come late is an enigma, for Jensen's work
has a strong hallucinatory pull. To visit his studio in Glen
Ridge, New Jersey, is to experience both a visual and a
psychological jolt. Long before American artists were turn
ing to so-called color-field compositions, he was grappling
with similar abstract interactions.
His paintings, often conceived in several connected panels,
intermingle vibrating color and texture with such intensity
as to mesmerize the viewer. Jensen's work reflects his love
affair with early Chinese and Mayan civilizations. He has
long been searching assiduously for a numerical structure
that reveals the meaning of ancient mythic religions and that
is based on astronomical observations. His compositions are
punctuated by almost cabalistic balances and counterbal
ances. The Sao Paulo Biennial will be on view from October
1 to December 18, after which Jensen's exhibition will travel
to the Albright-Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo.
At the Guggenheim, which is supplanting The Museum
of Modern Art as New York's most advanced showplace
for the art of today, an exhibition of Lucio Fontana is tenta
tively scheduled to open on October 21 and to run through
December 11. This remarkable Italian artist, born in the
Argentine in 1899 of a Milanese father and an Argentinian
mother, moved to Italy as a child and died there in 1968.
Though he returned to Argentina for six years in 1922 and
again during the war, his real roots were in Italy. Known
in America to avowed adherents of twentieth-century art,
his work is far more familiar to Europeans. Yet even abroad
The Book of Kells, from "Treasures of Early Irish Art"—
"Perhaps the most celebrated illuminated manuscript."
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Eighth-century chalice from "Early Irish Art" at New
York's Metropolitan Museum of Art—"Don't miss it."

" "Cezanne: The Late Work,' at The Museum of Modern Art,
is devoted to the artist's last decade."
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his undeviating emphasis on abstract mutations and his constant preoccupation with experimental projects prove a bit
too rarefied for a large audience.
Whether Fontana worked with paper, canvas, clay, concrete, metal, fluorescent light, stone, or glass, whether he
collaborated with architects or concentrated on total environments, his obsession was always the exploration of
space. Certain of his paper and canvas works, distinguished
only by surface perforations and swift knife slashes, evoke
limitless stretches of space. One thinks immediately of trails
in the sky left by streaking jets. It was not only the puncture
as a point of departure that interested Fontana; it was also
the fact that light could shine through it, permitting a
glimpse of visible space behind the paper or canvas. He once
said, "I want people to understand that traditional easel
painting is dead, finished forever, and that one cannot go
back." I'm afraid, as we look around at present-day photorealism, his prediction may seem unduly optimistic. Fontana
took liberties with sculpture, too, lacerating and piercing
spherical metal forms so that inner and outer relationships
produced enigmatic tensions.
If Alechinsky, Jensen, and Fontana are not widely recognized by the average American gallery-goer, Cezanne most
certainly is. In fact, until this Frenchman's arrival on the
Continued on page 75
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Switzerland works.
It's clean. It's decent. It's logical. It's
Λ'βΙΙ run and it's run well. Surprises aren't
jnpleasant. Roadsigns actually tell you
(Vhere you're going. And people have a
labit of saying thank you.
But then you wouldn't expect any
ess from the Swiss.
When you're in Switzerland, the
east we can promise you is that you'll get
everything you paid for. All the food
/ou've ever fantasized over. All the vistas
/ou've imagined seeing through your
:amera.
We can offer you a palm tree to sit

under in Lugano. An elegant hotel room
to gaze up at the Alps in St. Moritz.
A seemingly endless street to shop along
in Zurich. A restaurant outside Lausanne
where the finest French Chefs send their
sons to be trained.
And it's all going to work. People
will understand you. Walk you in the right
direction. Hands won't be held out to
demand a tip for every little thing.
We can give you hotel rooms where
the only plastic is in your credit card case,
without your having to give up hot water
that's hot, light bulbs that light, and
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phones with decent connections.
All this adds up to the fact that it
makes sense to come to Switzerland.
On vacation, on business, Switzerland
is going to work for you. Because Switz
erland is simply a logical place for you
to be. For a free color brochure write
"Switzerland," 608 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10020.
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoi<ing Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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True slashes
tar in half!

And a taste
worth smoking.
© L o f i l l a r d , U.S.A., 197?
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THEATER
by Gordon Rogoff
N LATE July 1897, Bernard Shaw wrote
a column for London's Saturday Review called "The Last Gasp of the
Season." His titanic energies exhausted, he had to confess,
"It is a heavy lot, that of the dramatic critic." He had been
seeing the usual succession of Shakespeare revivals and
plays, now forgotten, that were billed as "new and original"
or as "farcical comedies," and his crusade on behalf of lbsen's dramas was beginning to be effective. "But, after all," he
added, "the great thing about the season is that it is over."
Even so, in the fall of 1897, buoyant as always, Shaw renewed himself by going once again—as I assume everybody
does—to the theater. The dramatic critic might be eccentric
in many ways, even to himself, but he is able to revive his
assaulted spirits only if he possesses the three impulses surely
possessed by Shaw: optimism by temperament, pessimism
by experience, and an unyielding insistence on intelligence
and authenticity. The pessimist knows that the new season is
not likely to be an improvement on the previous one: the
bad will keep haunting the good, and the good will usually
continue to be flawed. The optimist, however, will cheerfully
accept the flaws in exchange for a moment of truth and a
sprinkling of wisdom. As one begins to ponder theater's fall
season, it is plausible that one could agree with Shaw's embattled admission that "the theater has something to congratulate itself on" and at the same time predict that the
great thing about the new season is that it, too, will one day
be over.
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The mix everywhere will be not only the good and the
bad but also the new and the old. This does not mean that
the new will really be new or that the old will always look
old. On the contrary. Playwrights and their mentors these
days are more cautious than the artisans in Shaw's critical
years. Today they are quick to call their plays "new" but
smart enough not to claim the dubious virtue of
originality.
Andrei Serban, for example, has already colored Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard white at Lincoln Center, a painterly approach to the play that had been tried by Italy's
Giorgio Strehler in Milan three years ago. Then, in what
turned out to be Joseph Papp's last hurrah as the head of
Lincoln Center's theater wing, Serban directed—or as he
and Elizabeth Swados preferred to call it, "conceived"—an
Agamemnon in which the actor who played Agamemnon
doubled as his enemy, Aegisthus, while Clytemnestra doubled as Cassandra. The idea was still another borrowing,
again from Strehler, who four years ago had his Cordelia in
King Lear double as the Fool. On September 30, Serban is
scheduled to direct the Yale Repertory Theatre's opening
production, which is likely to be Strindberg's The Ghost
Sonata. Where his cherries were white, it is quite possible to
assume that his spooks might be red. Whatever color he
chooses, there is no doubt that the play will fill every inch of
space not otherwise occupied by the audience and that it
v9ill move with brisk, processional energy. If we are lucky,

it may even bear some resemblance to the play of that name
written by Strindberg.
It would be bending the truth to say that the nineteenthcentury Scandinavians are enjoying a comeback. Yet Ibsen's
The Master Builder might find its way to New York in the
production with Richard Kiley, Jane Alexander, and Teresa
Wright that was directed recently by Edwin Sherin at
the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.; another production of the play is under consideration by the American
Conservatory Theatre in San Francisco. In London, the
Royal Shakespeare's repertory at the Aldwych will include
Ibsen's Pillars of the Community, directed by John Barton,
with Judi Dench and Ian McKellen. The work of Ibsen's
contemporary Bj0rnstjerne Bj0rnson, surely one of the most
forgotten Nobel Prize winners (1903) among the few playwrights so honored, will reappear at the Circle Repertory
Theater off Broadway: Bj0rnson's comedy about fanatic
pedantry. Love and Geography, which he wrote in 1885, is
scheduled for October. Ingmar Bergman's flight from the
lunatic tax laws of Sweden has brought him to Munich,
where he recently directed Strindberg's A Dream Play, a
production that, like Bergman's Hedda Gabler with Maggie
Smith in London several years ago, surely merits a detour
for those fortunate enough to be traveling in central Europe
this fall.
Scandinavians are not the only nationality showing unex-

Durang's Busby Berkeley spoof at Hartford—"Touches
class, brains and fun that are usually missing."
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